
Fire up your CLICKERS for some 

questions  to solidify the concepts 

from the last few classes: 

WRAP UP OF TOPIC #6 



Q-1  Which of  the following  absorption curves  

represents a hypothetical atmosphere that has a 

“perfect” greenhouse effect ? 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
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Q-2 – Which of  the following absorption 

curves  is for a GAS that  is  NOT a 

greenhouse gas! 

1:  W    2:  X     3:  Y    4:   Z     5:  NONE of  THEM 

W 

X 

Y 

Z 
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greenhouse gas! 
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Q3. HOW IS OZONE ( actually O3 & O2)  

unique??? 

 

1)  It absorbs only UV – hence it’s NOT a GHG 

 

2)  It absorbs almost ALL visible wavelengths 

 

3)  It absorbs BOTH UV and IR so IS a GHG 

 

4)  It absorbs BOTH UV and IR so is NOT GHG 



Q3. HOW IS OZONE ( actually O3 & O2)  

unique??? 

 

1)  It absorbs only UV – hence it’s NOT a GHG 

 

2)  It absorbs almost ALL visible wavelengths 

 

3)  It absorbs BOTH UV and IR so IS a GHG 

 

4)  It absorbs BOTH UV and IR so is NOT GHG 

But only the IR absorption makes it a GHG!! 



Absorption in this part of  the 

absorption curve  (IR wavelengths) 

indicates that OZONE is a 

greenhouse gas . . . . 

 . . . even though OZONE also 

absorbs radiation in the UV part of  

the spectrum! 
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Review 



   As a triatomic  

   molecule, one  

   way that CO2  

   vibrates is in a  

   “bending mode” 

In SGC E-Text 
Chapt 3: 

IR radiation! 

What about another triatomic   molecule:  

N2O  (Nitrous oxide)? 

This vibration mode has a frequency that 

allows CO2 to absorb IR radiation at a 

wavelength of  about 15 micrometers  



This graduate student is 

demonstrating the quantum 

behavior of  a molecule of  N2O: 

 

•  one hand = a nitrogen atom 

•  torso = central nitrogen 

•  other hand = an oxygen atom  

 

N 

N 

O 

DANCE YOUR 

PhD !! 

 

Nitrous Oxide (N2O) acts as 

a greenhouse gas through 

the absorption of  radiation 

in 3 vibrational modes.  

Now, 3 dancers will exhibit the 3 specific 

movements of  N2O's vibrational modes  . . . . . . 



The high intensity UV radiation leads to 

the destruction of  one of  the N2O  

molecules-- seen as jumping from the 

chair at the end  

This high energy from the bombarding 

UV radiation is shown in the dancers' 

high energy, more spastic dancing.  

 

Stepping onto the chairs represents the 

circulation of  N2O to higher levels in the 

atmosphere (the stratosphere) where it 

is then subject to intense Ultraviolet (UV) 

radiation from the sun.  

The N2O starts in the soil where it is 

produced by microbial activity and  

“moves on up” into the atmosphere. The 

bending modes are due to Infrared IR 

absorption at 3 different wavelengths 



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L5j6BS3XoLc  

N 

N 

O DANCE YOUR 

PhD !! 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L5j6BS3XoLc


SGC  E-Text Fig 3-13 

Close up view of  absorption of  IR 

wavelengths by different GHG’s: 
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Nitrous Oxide N2O 

Ozone / Oxygen O2   &  O3 

Carbon Dioxide  CO2 

Water Vapor  H2O 

One graph showing absorption by ALL the atmospheric gases ! 

Add them all together and get 



Absorption by ALL the gases in the 

atmosphere put together –  

i.e. curve for the “Whole Atmosphere” 

UV Visible Far IR NIR 

Bottom row p 34 

Window #1 with very 

 little absorption! 

Window #2 with very 

 little absorption! 



Review p 30 REMEMBER THIS??? 



Sun’s peak at 0.5 m 

Earth’s peak at 10 m 

Review p 30 REMEMBER THIS??? 

Incoming 

SW SOLAR (UV + Vis) 

window  

Outgoing 

LW TERRESTRIAL (IR) 

window  



Absorption by ALL the gases in the 

atmosphere put together –  

i.e. curve for the “Whole Atmosphere” 

UV Visible Far IR NIR 

Outgoing LW 

Incoming SW 

thru IR  

atmospheric  

window 

thru UV / Vis 

atmospheric  

window 

Bottom row p 34 







 A gas has a  BIG effect  if  it absorbs 

in or near  a "window" of  wavelengths  

where the atmosphere is fairly 

transparent. 

Outgoing LW 



Q-3 -  Here’s the absorption curve for ALL the 

gases in the atmosphere put together, i.e. curve 

for the “Whole Atmosphere”  

We just talked about two “windows” in the curve  

that indicate at what wavelengths radiation 

easily comes IN to the surface of  the Earth or 

escapes OUT to Space.   

Where are these two windows? 

A B C D   E 
1:  A + B       2:  B + E      3:  C & D   4:  D + E    
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 A gas has a  BIG effect  if  it absorbs 

in or near  a "window" of  wavelengths  

where the atmosphere is fairly 

transparent. 

Outgoing LW 



How would you respond? 

p 33 



http://www.skepticalscience.com/empirical-evidence-for-co2-enhanced-greenhouse-effect.htm  

How do we know more CO2 

is causing warming? 

How would you respond? 
“Thinking more deeply” symbol  

www.skepticalscience.com 

“Increasing CO2 has little to no effect on enhancing the 

GREENHOUSE EFFECT because the amount is so small 

compared to the amount of  other gases in the atmosphere.   

 

Therefore the increase in human-produced CO2 (as seen in the 

Keeling Curve) is NOT the cause of  recent global warming!! 
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A KEY POINT  to respond with 

is embedded in the box on 

“IMPLICATIONS OF LAW #6  

FOR GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE” 

 on p 33 

 

Read the box  . . .  

then think a bit . . .  

Which  items (a - f) have relevant info 

for responding to this skeptic’s 

argument? 

p 33 



c) GREENHOUSE GASES both absorb and 

emit electromagnetic radiation in the 

infrared (IR) part of  the spectrum – once IR 

is absorbed by the greenhouse gases in the 

atmosphere, it can be emitted back to the 

Earth’s surface to heat it all over again!! 

 

This is called the GREENHOUSE EFFECT! 

p 33 



f) Since 15 μm is close to the peak of 

     Earth’s outgoing radiation, (10 μm), this  

     absorption band keeps a lot of  Earth’s   

     longwave radiation from escaping to space. 

 

p 33 



 A gas has the most effect  if  it absorbs in a "window" of  

wavelengths where the atmosphere is fairly transparent  

(and the IR would otherwise escape to space!) 

H2O,   O3,   and CO2  

are all very close to the outgoing IR window 

Therefore they are effective  in absorbing  

outgoing IR wavelengths of  energy!    

Outgoing LW 



But . . . is there enough volume of  these “trace gases” 

to REALLY  make a difference in the Greenhouse Effect 

and therefore increase the temperature? 

   

GIVE ME MORE EVIDENCE! 

 

IS this GH Effect  measurable?? 



RESPONSE TO SKEPTIC: 

 

•   An enhanced greenhouse effect 

from CO2 has been confirmed by 

multiple lines of  empirical evidence:  

 

•  Satellite measurements of  infrared 

spectra over the past 40 years observe 

less energy escaping to space at the 

wavelengths associated with CO2.  

 

•   Surface measurements find more 

downward infrared radiation warming 

the planet's surface.  

 

•  This provides a direct, empirical 

causal link between CO2 and global 

warming.  

1970s 

Less IR 

going to 

space 

More IR 

radiating 

downward 

TODAY 



HOMEWORK  

ASSIGNMENTS!! 



ASSIGNMENTS 

PAGE 
 

(Short writing 

assignments after 

viewing a Tutoral 

Lesson 

 

 

 

Linking-to-Life Part B 

directions will be 

posted tomorrow 

Read through the DIRECTIONS  

& bring your questions  to Thursday’s class. 



PROJECT TOPICS 



TODAY! 



 The first report to be released by the Intergovernmental Panel on 

Climate Change 5th Assessment will be released on Sept. 27, 2013. 

 

 The Working Group 1 report, entitled "The Physical Science 

Basis," covers what we know about how the Earth's climate is 

changing and why, as well as what climate change is likely in the 

future, depending on the levels of  greenhouse gases emitted by 

humans over the next century and beyond.  

 

A panel of  UA climate science experts has been assembled to 

comment on the report and to field questions.  

FRIDAY! 
 @ 10:30 am  

in the 

 Student Union  

KIVA Room 

http://www.climas.arizona.edu/events/IPCC-Release 

http://www.climas.arizona.edu/events/IPCC-Release
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TUCSON PLUGS IN 2013 is 

an opportunity for the 

general public - free of  

charge - to come out and see 

the latest in EV technology.  

 

Both private vehicle owners 

and local auto dealerships 

will have plug-in vehicles on 

display. Additionally there 

will be exhibits showing a 

variety of  sustainable and 

environmentally-responsible 

energy technologies.  

SUNDAY! 

http://tucsonplugsin.blogspot.com/ 

http://tucsonplugsin.blogspot.com/


The next segment of: 

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/solar/  

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/solar/


SEE YOU 

THURSDAY!!! 




